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As a student in accounting, you’ve got the college thing down. Now, it’s time to focus on potential jobs. Get 
a head start on the crowd with a resume-building, employer-pleasing, possibly credit-hour-generating and – 
best of all – bill-paying Allen, Gibbs & Houlik, L.C., internship.

WHY AN INTERNSHIP?
Most employers – including AGH – value practical work experience as highly as a good GPA. 
Work experience, especially in your career field, means that you’re a proven employee and you have the 
skills expected for your degree. 

WHY ALLEN, GIBBS & HOULIK, L.C.?
To experience public accounting, why not try it at one of the largest CPA and advisory firms in the 
central U.S.? AGH’s broad spectrum of expertise (including tax, assurance, employee benefits, 
outsourcing, wealth management, organizational develpment and family business services) and 
industry-specific areas of focus (including manufacturing, banking, construction, government and 
not-for-profit) means exposure to a wide variety of potential career paths and types of clients. 

ACCELERATE YOUR CAREER
An internship at AGH could be the first step in your accounting career. Because our  interns are 
full-fledged members of the staff with client responsibilities, they typically work a minimum of 40 hours a 
week, with some travel. Many choose to devote their spring semester to AGH, then return to college for a 
December graduation, beginning the job search when many accounting firms increase hiring for the audit 
and tax busy season in January. AGH offers summer internships as well. Summer interns have the same 
responsibilities and exposure, just condensed into a three-month period.

But some interns’ job search finishes early – our top students often complete their internship with a firm 
job offer upon graduation already in hand.

YOUR TEST DRIVE IS WAITING
If you’re interested in an AGH internship, contact your university’s career placement or 
cooperative study office, or contact Jena Lysen at jena.lysen@aghlc.com or 316.267.7231.


